
The Florathrope

F
lorathropes are humanoids with the ability to

turn into plants and plant-humanoid hybrid

shapes. The intention is to create a plant based

alternative to lycanthropy, but the mechanics will

allow for a variety of humanoid/plant hybrids.

Whether a a boy with an arm made of leaves, a

wizard whose body fused with the detritus of

swamp itself, or even just a friendly giant infused with peas.

Natural Florathropes are born with this ability, while afflicted

florathropes contract this ability like a curse or disease from

another florathrope.

Contracting Florathropy
Florathropy is a curse, and while some unscrupulous druids

may seek infection, voluntary contraction of the disease is

rare. Several methods exist by which an individual might

contract the curse of florathropy.

Natural
Florathropes breed true, and the offspring of a florathrope is

a full florathrope if at least one of the parents is one.

Infection
Florathropy is highly infectious. By far the easiest way to

become infected with florathropy is exposure to a

florathrope. Generally this is done by ingesting the fruit,

flower, or in some cases leaves of the florathrope. Once

exposed, newly made carriers likely don’t realize the extent of

their affliction until the next solstice, and without divinations

it is likely that their moment of transformation is the first

victims know of their curse.

Curing Florathropy
Florathropes will generally seek a cure as quickly as possible,

so as to prevent the uncontrolled transformation that occurs

during the solstice. There are many superstitious and

ritualistic cures porported to work with varrying success, but

magic is the only surefire method.

Magic
Spells like remove disease and heal are more definitive and

safer ways to break the curse, as long as they are cast by a

holy person of sufficient skill (typically a cleric of 12th level or

higher). However, the window of time in which such mystical

treatments function is short, healers have but 3 days after a

victim’s exposure to the curse to use their restorative magic

before it is no longer sufficient. Since many florathropes

make their homes far from civilization, those who are

infected by such reclusive monsters usually have no hope of

reaching such a cure in time. After the 3-day window has

passed, a victim’s only chance of a cure through magic is a

remove curse spell, cast by a cleric of 12th level or higher,

during the time of the victim’s transformation.

Other Remedies
Many folk remedies for florathropy exist to offer false hope,

and in some cases to cause real damage—to those desperate

enough to seek them. Perhaps because of the brutal nature of

the floronic-creatures, many of these “cures” are tantamount

to torture, granted an air of legitimacy by the inclusion of cold

iron tools or a certain amount of ritual.

Florathropic Characters
Players hoping to play florathropic characters should first

discuss this prospect with their GM. The powers of a

florathrope can be unbalancing for games that assume the

standard power level for PCs. That said, a GM may decide to

adjust his campaign to allow for one or more florathropic

PCs.

Players of florathropy characters would do well to keep the

following implications in mind.

Hunted
Although florathropes are powerful creatures, they are far

from invincible, and a band of florathropic PCs might find

themselves the target of dangers and threats normal

adventurers would rarely encounter. Florathrope organs are a

common ingrediant in rituals and folk medicine, and the

peaceful florathropes often end up as the targets of witch-

hunts, bounty hunters, or zealous monster killers.

Cold Iron
While the defensive abilities of floronic-creatures are

formidable, cold iron damage reduction can be relatively

easily overcome, as cold iron weapons are among the

standard loadout in most adventuring parties equipment.

Florathropes show a general aversion to cold iron and will

generally avoid any contact. Through casual exposure, such

as handing a (secretly cold iron) mug of ale, many florathrope

hunters identify a disguised florathrope in humanoid form as

they squirm with unexpected discomfort.
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Creating a Florathrope

Florathrope is an inherited (for natural florathropes) or

acquired (for afflicted florathropes) template that can be

added to any humanoid.

Challenge Rating: Same as base creature or base plant

(whichever is higher) +1. The base plant should have a

maximum CR of no higher than the ECL of the base creature

+1 for a natural florathrope. There is no limit for afflicted

florathropes. New PCs introduced to a game should always

follow the rules CR Guidelines for natural florathropes.

Level Adjustment: Same as the base creature +1. DMs

should use caution when inflicting florathropy on characters.

Size and Type: The creature (referred to hereafter as the

base creature) gains the shapechanger subtype. The

florathrope takes on the characteristics of some type of plant

(referred to hereafter as the base plant). While in hybrid or

plant form, the florathrope also gains the plant type. A

florathrope's hybrid form is the same size as the base

creature with two exceptions. If the base plant is smaller than

the base creature, the hybrid form is one size smaller than

the base creature. If the base plant is larger than the base

creature, the hybrid form is one size larger than the base

creature.

AC: In hybrid or plant form the florathrope has the natural

armor bonus of the base plant increased by +2.

Defensive Abilities: A florathrope gains DR 10/cold iron in

plant or hybrid form.

Speed: Same as the base creature or base plant, depending

on which form the florathrope is using. Hybrids use the

average of the two, rounded down to the nearest 5ft, and gain

additional modes of movement from their plant form if they

do not already have them. If both creatures possess the same

additional mode of movement, use the average as above.

Melee: A florathrope gains natural attacks in plant and hybrid

forms according to the base plant.

Special Attacks: A florathrope retains all the special attacks,

qualities, and abilities of the base creature. In hybrid or plant

form it gains the special attacks, qualities, and abilities of the

base plant. A florathrope also gains the following:

Change Shape (Su) All florathropes have three forms, a

humanoid form, a plant form, and a hybrid form. Equipment

does not meld with the new form between humanoid and

hybrid form, but does between those forms and plant form. A

florathrope can shift to any of its three alternate forms as a

move-equivalent action. On solstice, a florathrope must make

a DC 20 Constitution check or remain in plant form for the

duration, reverting to its humanoid form automatically on

nightfall. During the solstice transformation, the florathrope's

uses the plants int, wis, and cha scores and is hostile to all

those it encounters. A slain florathrope reverts to its

humanoid form, although it remains dead.

Floronic Curse (Su) Ingesting the seeds, fruit, gourds, and

in some cases leaves or bark of a florathrope spreads the

disease (Fortitude DC 15 negates). On a failed save, the

infected creature becomes a florathrope of the same type.

Plant Empathy (Ex) Florathropes can communicate and

empathize with plants. They can use Diplomacy to alter such

a plant’s attitude, and when so doing gain a +4 racial bonus

on the check.

Ability Scores: A florathrope's ability scores change when

they assume a hybrid or plant form. In hybrid form, the

florathrope’s physical ability scores are the same as the base

creature’s or the base plant’s, whichever ability score is

higher, while retaining the base creatures mental scores. In

plant form, the florathrope uses the base creature or base

plants scores, whichever are higher.

Mundane Plants: For a florathrope based off a

mundane/statless plant, the player has some leeway. They

should increase or decrease their size as approperiate. These

plants are treated as having 0 Natural armor. Otherwise

follow the rules as outlined.
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Sample Florathropes
All sample florathropes are presented in hybrid forms, with

links to the plants used to create them.

Orc Warrior 1 Florathrope, Jack
O'Lantern (Hybrid Form) - CR 2
https://www.d20pfsrd.com/bestiary/monster-

listings/plants/jack-o-lantern/

This ropey humanoid grins with wicked glee, as shadows

flit about within its carved pumpkin skull. A Floranthropic

Jack O'Lantern can inflicts its curse on any who consume a

portion of its pumpkin gourd.

Florathrope Orc Warrior 1, Jack O'Lantern

CE Medium Plant Init +0; Senses darkvision 60 ft,

tremorsense 30ft, low light vision; Perception –1 Weakness

light sensitivity

AC 18, touch 10, flat-footed 18 (+3 armor, +5 natural) hp 6

(1d10+1) Fort +3, Ref +0, Will –1 DR 10/Cold Iron Resist 15

Fire

Speed 20 ft. Melee falchion +5 (2d4+4/18–20), Bite -1

(1d6+3) and Slam -1 (1d4+3+strangling entangle) Ranged

javelin +1 (1d6+3) Special Attacks breath weapon (20-ft.

cone, 1d10 fire, Reflex DC 12 half, usable every 1d4 rounds),

explode, strangling ensnare (DC 14)

Str 17, Dex 11, Con 12, Int 7, Wis 8, Cha 6 Base Atk +1;

CMB +4; CMD 14 Feats Weapon Focus (falchion) Skills

Intimidate +2 Languages Common, Orc SQ weapon

familiarity, Ferocity, Plant Empathy, Explode, Fear Aura,

Pumpkin Form, Strangling Ensnare, Change Shape.

Ferocity (Ex) A florathropic orc remains conscious and can

continue fighting even if its hit point total is below 0. It is still

staggered and loses 1 hit point each round. A creature with

ferocity still dies when its hit point total reaches a negative

amount equal to its Constitution score.

Plant Empathy (Ex) Florathropes can communicate and

empathize with plants. They can use Diplomacy to alter such

a plant’s attitude, and when so doing gain a +4 racial bonus

on the check.

Explode (Ex) One round after a florathropic orc is reduced

to 0 or fewer hit points, it explodes in a burst of flaming

spores. Creatures within 10 feet of an exploding florathropic

orc must succeed at a DC 12 Reflex save or take 2d6 points

of fire damage and be stunned for 1 round. A successful save

halves the damage and negates the stun. The save DC is

Constitution-based.

Fear Aura (Su) Any creature within 30 feet of a florathropic

orc must succeed at a DC 13 Will save or be shaken for 2d6

minutes. If the Will save is successful, the creature is immune

to that florathropic orc’s fear aura for 24 hours. This is a

vision-based mind-affecting fear effect. The save DC is

Charisma-based and includes a +4 racial bonus.

Pumpkin Form (Su) A florathropic orc can shrink in size

and douse its sinister fiery radiance, allowing it to blend in

almost perfectly with normal pumpkins and take 20 on its

Stealth checks to hide in plain sight as a normal pumpkin.

While using this ability, a florathropic orc loses its fear aura.

A florathropic orc can use this ability as a full-round action

and end it as a free action.

Strangling Ensnare (Ex) A florathropic orc’s slam attack

entangles the target in its vines for 2d4 rounds unless the

target succeeds at a DC 14 Reflex save. The target can

attempt to burst these entangling vines before the duration

expires with a successful DC 12 Strength check as a full-

round action. While the target is entangled, its vines also

grasp at the target’s mouth. The target cannot speak or cast

spells with verbal components while it is entangled by the

florathropic orc. When a creature is entangled by this ability,

the florathropic orc loses its slam attack, but it can end this

ability as a free action. The save and the burst DCs are

Constitution-based.

Change Shape (Su) Can change forms between a Jack

O'Lantern, or Orc as needed. See the Florathropy entry for

more details.

Bugbear Florathrope, Violet Fungus
(Hybrid Form) - CR 3
https://www.d20pfsrd.com/bestiary/monster-

listings/plants/fungus-violet/

This bugbear's pelt is a vibrant violet color, and made of

matted fungal growths. Ingesting any of this fungus makes

one susecptible to the curse.

Florathrope Bugbear Violet Fungus

CE Medium Plant (goblinoid) Init +1; Senses darkvision 60

ft., scent; Perception +8

AC 22, touch 11, flat-footed 21 (+2 armor, +1 Dex, +8

natural, +1 shield) hp 22 (3d8+9) Fort +4, Ref +4, Will +1 DR

10/Cold Iron

Speed 20 ft. Melee morningstar +5 (1d8+3), 4 Tentacles +0

(1d4+3+rot) Ranged javelin +3 (1d6+3) Reach: 5ft, 10ft

w/tentacles

Str 16, Dex 13, Con 16, Int 10, Wis 10, Cha 9 Base Atk +2;

CMB +5; CMD 16 Feats Intimidating Prowess, Skill Focus

(Perception) Skills Intimidate +7, Perception +8, Stealth +10;

Racial Modifiers +4 Intimidate, +4 Stealth SQ stalker, Plant

Empathy, Rot, Change Shape. Languages Common, Goblin

Stalker (Ex) Perception and Stealth are always class skills

for florathropic bugbears.

Plant Empathy (Ex) Florathropes can communicate and

empathize with plants. They can use Diplomacy to alter such

a plant’s attitude, and when so doing gain a +4 racial bonus

on the check.

Rot (Ex) A creature struck by a florathropic bugbear’s

tentacle must succeed on a DC 15 Fortitude save or the flesh

around the point of contact swiftly begins to rot away,

exposing raw bone with shocking swiftness. This hideous

affliction causes 1d4 points of Strength damage and 1d4

points of Constitution damage. This is a poison effect. The

save DC is Constitution-based.

Change Shape (Su) Can change forms between a Violet

Fungus, or Bugbear as needed. See the Florathropy entry for

more details.
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Cyclops Florathrope, Mi-go (Hybrid
Form) - CR 7
https://www.d20pfsrd.com/bestiary/monster-

listings/plants/mi-go/

A single giant eye stares from the head of this bulbous
fungoid with inesctoid wings and a tangle of spiky clawed
legs. Consumption of these delicious legs grants the curse of
Florathropy.

Florathrope Cyclops Mi-Go

NE Medium plant (giant) Init +5; Senses low-light vision,

Blindsight 30ft; Perception +11

AC 18, touch 15, flat-footed 18 (+4 armor, +5 Dex, +6

natural, –1 size) hp 95 (10d8+50) Fort +12, Ref +8, Will +4

Defensive Abilities ferocity DR 10/Cold Iron Immune: Cold,

Resist 10: electricity, fire.

Speed 30 ft, Fly 50ft (good) Melee greataxe +11/+6 (3d6+7/

×3) and 2 Claws +6 (1d4+5+grab) OR 4 Claws +11

(1d4+5+Grab) Ranged heavy crossbow +10 (2d8/19–20/×3)

Sneak Attack 2d6.

Str 21, Dex 20, Con 21, Int 10, Wis 13, Cha 8 Base Atk +7;

CMB +13; CMD 22 Feats Alertness, Cleave, Great Cleave,

Improved Bull Rush, Power Attack Skills Bluff +4, Disguise

+4, Intimidate +9, Perception +11, Profession (soothsayer)

+10 Sense Motive +5, Survival +6; Racial Modifiers +8

Perception Languages Common, Cyclops, Giant SQ flash of

insight, deceptive, Item Creation, No Breath, Starflight, Plant

Empathy, Change Shape,

Flash of Insight (Su) Once per day as an immediate action,

a florathropic cyclops can peer into an occluded visual

spectrum of possible futures, gaining insight that allows it to

select the exact result of one die roll before the roll is made.

This effect can alter an action taken by the florathropic

cyclops only, and cannot be applied to the rolls of others.

Plant Empathy (Ex) Florathropes can communicate and

empathize with plants. They can use Diplomacy to alter such

a plant’s attitude, and when so doing gain a +4 racial bonus

on the check.

Change Shape (Su) Can change forms between a Cyclops

or Mi-Go as needed. See the Florathropy entry for more

details.

Deceptive (Ex) A florathropic cyclops is a master of

deception. It gains a +4 racial bonus on Bluff and Disguise

checks. Bluff and Disguise are always class skills for a

florathropic cyclops.

Evisceration (Ex) A florathropic cyclops’s claws are capable

of swiftly and painfully performing surgical operations upon

helpless creatures or those it has grappled. When a

florathropic cyclops makes a successful grapple check, in

addition to any other effects caused by a successful grapple, it

deals sneak attack damage to the victim. A creature that

takes this damage must succeed at a DC 18 Fortitude save or

take 1d4 points of ability damage from the invasive surgery

(the type of ability damage dealt is chosen by the florathropic

cyclops at the time the evisceration occurs). The save DC is

Dexterity-based.

Item Creation (Ex) A florathropic cyclops possesses the

ability to create strange items that blur the line between

magic and technology, given time and resources. This ability

allows a florathropic cyclops to ignore all of the Item

Creation feat requirements and spellcasting requirements for

creating a magic item; the resulting item is always mi-go

technology. A florathropic cyclops can use the Heal skill to

craft mi-go technology. When a florathropic cyclops uses this

ability to craft an item, it must use a larger amount of strange

ingredients and expendable resources—this effectively

doubles the gp cost to create the item.

Starflight (Su) A florathropic cyclops can survive in the

void of outer space. It flies through space at incredible

speeds. Although exact travel times vary, a trip within a single

solar system normally takes 3d20 months, while a trip

beyond normally takes 3d20 years (or more, at the GM’s

discretion)—provided the florathropic cyclops knows the way

to its destination.
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Ettin Florathrope, Shambling Mound
(Hybrid Form) - CR 7
https://www.d20pfsrd.com/bestiary/monster-

listings/plants/shambling-mound/

This lumbering, shaggy, two-headed giant wears tattered

remnants of leather armor out of which pours detritus and

vines. It clutches a large flail in each fist. Consuming any of

the rotting plant matter transfers the curse.

Florathrope Ettin Shambling Mound

CE Large Plant (giant) Init +0; Senses low-light vision;

Perception +12

AC 23, touch 9, flat-footed 22; (+2 armor, +12 natural, –1
size) hp 75 (10d8+30) Fort +10, Ref +3, Will +5 DR 10/Cold

Iron Immune: Electricity Resist 10: Fire

Speed 30 ft, 20ft swim Melee 2 flails +12/+7 (2d6+6) and 2

Slams +7 (2d6+6+Grab) Ranged 2 javelins +5 (1d8+6) Space

10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. Special Attacks superior two-weapon

fighting, constrict (2d6+9)

Str 23, Dex 10, Con 17, Int 6, Wis 10, Cha 11 Base Atk +7;

CMB +14; CMD 23 Feats Cleave, Improved Initiative,

Improved Overrun, Iron Will, Power Attack Skills Handle

Animal +8, Perception +12; Racial Modifiers +4 on

Perception Languages pidgin of Giant, Goblin, and Orc

Special Qualities: Plant empathy, change shape, electric

fortitude.

Superior Two-Weapon Fighting (Ex) A floranthropic ettin

fights with a flail or javelin in each hand. Because each of its

two heads controls an arm, the floranthropic ettin does not

take a penalty on attack or damage rolls for attacking with

two weapons.

Plant Empathy (Ex) Florathropes can communicate and

empathize with plants. They can use Diplomacy to alter such

a plant’s attitude, and when so doing gain a +4 racial bonus

on the check.

Change Shape (Su) Can change forms between a Ettin or

Shambling Mound as needed. See the Florathropy entry for

more details.

Electric Fortitude (Ex) A floranthropic ettin take no

damage from electricity. Instead, any electricity attack used

against a shambling mound temporarily increases its

Constitution score by 1d4 points. The floranthropic ettin

loses these temporary points at the rate of 1 per hour.

Fire Giant Florathrope, Giant Flytrap
(Hybrid Form) - CR 11
https://www.d20pfsrd.com/bestiary/monster-

listings/plants/flytrap-giant/

This lumbering giant has short stumpy legs and powerful,

muscular arms. In place of a head if a large toothy maw,

ringed in flames. Consumption of the flowery head transfers

the disease.

Florathrope Fire Giant, Giant Flytrap

LE Huge Plant (fire, giant) Init +4; Senses low-light vision;

Perception +14, Tremorsense 60ft

AC 28, touch 12, flat-footed 23 (+4 armor, +4 Dex, +12

natural, –2 size) hp 172 (15d8+105) Fort +16, Ref +9, Will +9

Defensive Abilities rock catching; Immune fire Weaknesses

vulnerability to cold; Resist 20: Acid,

Speed 25 ft. Melee greatsword +20/+15/+10 (4d6+15) and

4 Bites +19 (1d8+7+grab) or 2 slams +19 (1d10+10) and 4

Bites +14 (1d8+7+grab) Ranged rock +14 (1d10+15 plus 1d6

fire) Space 15 ft.; Reach 15 ft. Special Attacks heated rock,

rock throwing (120 ft.)

Str 31, Dex 18, Con 25, Int 10, Wis 14, Cha 10 Base Atk

+11; CMB +26; CMD 35 Feats Cleave, Great Cleave,

Improved Overrun, Improved Sunder, Iron Will, Martial

Weapon Proficiency (greatsword), Power Attack, Weapon

Focus (greatsword) Skills Climb +14, Craft (any one) +8,

Intimidate +11, Perception +14, Stealth +4 in undergrowth

Languages Common, Giant, Special Qualities: Engulf, plant

empathy, change chape.

Heated Rock (Su) Floranthropic fire giants transfer the

heat of their bodies to rocks as part of an attack action when

they throw rocks. A heated rock deals 1d6 points of

additional fire damage on a hit.

Engulf (Ex) If a loranthropic fire giant begins its turn with

an opponent at least two size categories smaller than itself

grappled in one of its mouths, it can close its jaws completely

around the foe by making a new combat maneuver check (as

though attempting to pin the foe). If it succeeds, it engulfs the

prey and inflicts 1d8+7 points of damage and 2d6 acid

damage as the cavity floods with digestive enzymes. The seal

formed is airtight, so an engulfed creature risks suffocation.

Engulf is a special form of pinning, and an engulfed creature

can escape in the same way as he can from being pinned, but

since an engulfed creature is contained wholly inside the

plant‘s jaws, the loranthropic fire giant’s victim cannot be

targeted by effects or attacks that require line of sight or line

of effect. A loranthropic fire giant that is grappling or pinning

a foe cannot attack other targets with that bite, but is not

otherwise hindered.

Plant Empathy (Ex) Florathropes can communicate and

empathize with plants. They can use Diplomacy to alter such

a plant’s attitude, and when so doing gain a +4 racial bonus

on the check.

Change Shape (Su) Can change forms between a Fire

Giant or Giant Flytrap as needed. See the Florathropy entry

for more details.
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Storm Giant Florathrope, Corpse Lotus
(Hybrid Form) - CR 14
https://www.d20pfsrd.com/bestiary/monster-

listings/plants/corpse-lotus/

This giant is a towering, muscular human of heroic

proportions, with bronze skin, dark red hair, and sparkling

green eyes. From its back sprouts a blood-red flower

surrounded by prickly vines. If the flower is eaten, florathropy

is transfered.

Florathrope Storm Giant, Corpse Lotus

CG Huge Plant (giant) Init +4; Senses low-light vision,

Darkvision 60ft, Tremorsense 30ft; Perception +27

AC 34, touch 10, flat-footed 30 (+4 armor, +4 Dex, +18

natural, –2 size) hp 199 (19d8+114) Fort +17, Ref +10, Will

+13 Defensive Abilities rock catching; Immune electricity, DR

10/Cold Iron, DR 10/Slashing, all-around-vision, Resist 10

Acid and Electricity.

Speed 30 ft., swim 40 ft.

Melee mwk greatsword +27/+22/+17 (4d6+21/17–20) and 4

Vines +21 (1d8+12+grab) or 2 slams +26 (2d6+14) and 4

Vines +21 (1d8+12+grab) Ranged mwk composite longbow

+17/+12/+7 (3d6+16/×3) Special Attacks: constrict (1d8+12),

swallow whole (4d6 acid damage, AC 17, 17 hp) Space 15 ft.;

Reach 15 ft.

Spell-Like Abilities (CL 15th) Constant—freedom of

movement 2/day—control weather, levitate 1/day—call

lightning (DC 15), chain lightning (DC 18)

Str 39, Dex 19, Con 23, Int 16, Wis 20, Cha 15 Base Atk

+14; CMB +30; CMD 42 (+2 vs bull rush, cannot be tripped)

Feats Awesome Blow, Cleave, Combat Reflexes, Improved

Bull Rush, Improved Critical (greatsword), Improved Sunder,

Improved Vital Strike, Iron Will, Power Attack, Vital Strike

Skills Acrobatics +18, Climb +17, Craft (any one) +13,

Intimidate +20, Perception +27, Perform (sing) +12, Sense

Motive +24, Swim +22 Languages Auran, Common,

Draconic, Giant SQ militant, water breathing, Camouflage,

Digest Corpse, Preserving Mists, Vines.

Militant (Ex) Florathropic storm giants are proficient with

all simple and all martial weapons.

Water Breathing (Ex) Florathropic storm giants can

breathe water as well as air.

Camouflage (Ex) A florathropic storm giants can blend in

exceptionally well with vegetated areas when not taking any

actions. In such an area, a creature must make a successful

DC 30 Perception check to recognize a florathropic storm

giants for what it is before the florathropic storm giants

attacks the first time.

Digest Corpse (Su) A florathropic storm giants can

consume a corpse to quickly heal damage it has taken. As a

standard action, a florathropic storm giants can swallow any

corpse within reach that still has flesh attached to grant itself

fast healing 10 for 1 minute. Any living creature killed by a

florathropic storm giants’s swallow whole ability

automatically triggers this ability. A florathropic storm giants

must wait until 1 minute after its fast healing has ended

before it can use this ability again.

Preserving Mists (Su) A florathropic storm giant emanates

a fine mist that spreads across the ground to a range of 30

feet. Any corpse within this area is affected as if by gentle

repose (CL 1st).

Vines (Ex) A florathropic storm giant’s vines are primary

natural attacks with the grab ability. A florathropic storm

giants doesn’t gain the grappled condition when grappling

enemies with its vines and can maintain grapples with any

number of its vines with the same standard action.

Plant Empathy (Ex) Florathropes can communicate and

empathize with plants. They can use Diplomacy to alter such

a plant’s attitude, and when so doing gain a +4 racial bonus

on the check.

Change Shape (Su) Can change forms between a Storm

Giant or Corpse Lotus as needed. See the Florathropy entry

for more details.
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